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WELCOME MESSAGE
It is our pleasure to welcome you to the
XXII World Congress of the International
Society for Labour and Social Security Law
(ISLSSL) on “Transformations of Work:
challenges for the National Systems of Labour
Law and Social Security” which will be held
from 4 to 7 September 2018 in Turin, Italy.

Prof. Tiziano Treu

President ISLSSL

The World Congress is a call for an
international debate on the latest trends and
issues in the changing world of work by
bringing together academics and practitioners
from around the world to discuss current
relevant issues.
Labour law and social security systems remain
exciting, challenging and fast-moving areas
of legal scholarship and practice. The XXII
ISLSSL World Congress promises to be an
important, inspiring and collaborative event.
The following main themes will be presented
at the World Congress and are the result of the
seven international research groups created
for this event.
They are:
 Informal workers
 Migrant workers
 Global trade and labour
 Organization, productivity and well-being
at work
 Transnational collective agreements
 New forms of social security
 The role of the State and industrial
relations
We are looking forward to meeting you in Turin
on 4-7 September 2018.
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OVERVIEW

 XXII ISLSSL (International Society for Labour and
Social Security Law) World Congress Torino 2018
 4th (Tue.) – 07th (Fri.) September, 2018
 International Training Centre of the ILO (ITCILO),
Viale Maestri del Lavoro 10, Turin, Italy
 “Transformations of work: challenges for the
national systems of labour law and social security”
 English, Spanish, French, Italian

ABOUT ISLSSL
The International Society for Labour and
Social Security Law (ISLSSL) was constituted
in Brussels in June 1958. It is the result of the
merger of the International Society for Social
Law (São Paulo Congress, 1954, and Brussels
Congress, 1958) and the International
Congresses of Labour Law (Trieste, 1951, and
Geneva, 1957).
The ISLSSL has been established with the
following purposes:
to study labour and social security law at
the national as well as international level,
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to promote the exchange of ideas and
information from a comparative perspective,
and to encourage the closest possible
collaboration among academics, lawyers, and
other experts within the fields of labour and
social security law.
The aims of the Society are of a purely
scientific character, independent of all
considerations of a political, philosophical or
religious nature.

PROGRAMME
The World Congress is a call for an international debate on the latest trends and issues in
the changing world of work by bringing together academics and practitioners from around
the world to discuss current relevant issues. Labour Law and Social Security systems remain
exciting, challenging and fast-moving areas of legal scholarship and practice. The XXII ISLSSL
World Congress promises to be an important, inspiring and collaborative event. The following
main themes will be presented at the World Congress and are the result of the seven
international research groups created for this event.

The programme of the XII
ISLSSL World Congress on
“Transformations of Work:
challenges for the National
Systems of Labour Law and
Social Security” comprises
an opening ceremony, plenary
sessions, parallel thematic
sessions and a closing
session. Keynote speakers
will participate in the plenary
sessions. Parallel thematic
sessions will include selected
papers, covering the themes
of the 7 international research
groups.

On Tuesday 4 September, the World Congress begins
in the morning with the registration of participants and a
“Doctoral Student Consortium”.
The afternoon will be dedicated to the Young Scholars’
Section Meeting and to the ISLSSL Executive Committee
Meeting. The World Congress’ very first activity will be
the opening ceremony featuring esteemed keynotes’
Speakers that will take place at 17:00 in Piemonte
Pavilion, Conference Hall.
The day one will end with a welcome cocktail, starting at 18:30.

On Wednesday 5 September, during the two plenary
sessions in the morning, the Global Report on New
Forms of Social Security and the one on Informal Workers
will be presented.
During the afternoon’s parallels sessions, the papers
submitted through the Call for Papers will be presented.
In the afternoon, AIDLASS will organize a special session
with simultaneous interpretation in the four languages
of the Congress.

They are:
 Informal workers
 Migrant workers
 Global trade and
labour
 Organization,
productivity and
well-being at work

On Thursday 6 September, the global reports of the
plenary sessions will focus on Global Trade and Labour
and Transnational Collective Agreements.
During the afternoon’s parallels sessions, the papers
submitted through the Call for Papers will be presented.
In the afternoon, AIDLASS will organize a special session
with simultaneous interpretation in the four languages
of the Congress.

 Transnational
collective
agreements

The dinner will take place at the ITCILO Campus at 20:00.

 New forms of social
security

On Friday 7 September, two plenary sessions will take
place in the morning on Migrant Workers and The Role
of the State and Industrial Relations.

 The role of the
State and industrial
relations

In the afternoon, the global report on Organization,
Productivity and Well-Being at Work will be presented in
the plenary.
At 16:00, the ISLSSL General Assembly will take place in
Piemonte Pavilion, Conference Hall.
A closing session will take place at 17:00.
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THE TURIN CAMPUS

 Viale Maestri del Lavoro, 10 · 10127 Turin - Italy
The ITCILO Campus is hosting the XXII
ISLSSL World Congress.
The Campus has various buildings, organized
into five clusters, representing the world’s
continents: Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe and
Oceania.
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On this compact, functional campus, people
come from all over the world to live and
learn together in a stimulating international
environment.
Purpose-built rooms and state-of-the-art
equipment help to maximize learning and
knowledge-sharing.

Campus life

Sport

Bicycles

On our Campus Life platform
you will find the list of life
and leisure time activities, the
Directory of Services, the daily
menu served at our canteen
and much more!

On campus there are two
fully equipped training gyms
plus a variety of the other
sports amenities: do not
forget to bring along your
sports apparel!

As a part of our Green Campus
initiative, a number of bicycles
are available on campus, for
free!

ABOUT TURIN, ITALY
In Turin and its province you are sure to be
entranced by…
The harmony of unspoilt mountain
landscapes, aristocratic and futuristic
architecture alongside breath taking nature,
ancient flavours and international events.
Strategically located bet ween Central Europe
and the Mediterranean, in the heart of one of
Europe’s most developed areas, Turin and the
Piemonte region play a key role in the Italian
economy, combining industrial tradition with

Art and Architecture

a strong drive for innovation, a propensity for
research with quality of life, and its artistic
heritage with some of the world’s finest food
and wine.
Turin’s province offers an impressively
varied and fascinating wealth of art
and environmental treasures ranging
from ancient hamlets to eco-museums,
archaeological sites and religious architecture
in the grand style.

Nature

International events

CITY OF LEARNING
Turin hosts a number of international organizations, local institutions, NGOs and associations
involved in training, with which the Centre works on a regular basis.
Local institutions
Piedmont Region
Metropolitan City
Turin City Council
University of Torino
Politecnico di Torino

International
Organizations
ITCILO
UNICRI
UNSSC
ETF

NGOs and other
organizations with
international scope
HydroAid
SIOI
Unesco Centre
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REGISTRATION
Registration fees include: access to all
sessions, Congress programme and official
documentation, Congress Kit, Welcome
Cocktail, coffee breaks and light lunches.
The Congress Dinner will take place on
Thursday 6th September, 2018, at the
Eridano Restaurant, on the same Campus

of the Congress. If you wish to attend, it is
recommended to book and pay your Dinner
when registering to the Congress.
Please note that you should obtain your own
medical/injuries insurance to cover your stay
in Turin. The Centre cannot be held liable in
case of sickness and/or injuries occurred.

Please contact the Secretariat (registrationislssl2018@axeacongress.com)
with any inquiries pertaining to registration.
REGISTRATION FEES (in Euros)
Fees

Standard Registration
from 10th March, to 31st August, 2018

Participant

€ 300,00

Student (under 30 years)

€ 150,00

Congress Dinner

€ 60,00

PAYMENT
You can make your payment by CREDIT CARD (Visa and Mastercard are accepted).
The form is secure and your credit card information is encrypted during the
registration process.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION
You will receive a confirmation of registration by e-mail. If you do not receive a
confirmation e-mail from the Organising Secretariat in a reasonable time, please
send an e-mail to: registrationislssl2018@axeacongress.com

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellation Date

Refund

30th June, 2018

Full refund

1st July , 2018

No refund

Cancellations must be notified in writing to the Secretariat by email:
registrationislssl2018@axeacongress.com
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ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation at ITCILO
campus facilities

RESERVATION AT
ITCILO CAMPUS FACILITIES

We are pleased to offer an accommodation
service at the Campus facilities of the
International Training Centre of the ILO, in
Viale Maestri del Lavoro 10, Turin. The Campus
is located at 15 minutes of a taxi ride and 25
minutes, including walking, by metro from the
city centre.
The accommodation rate covers a room
(including breakfast), while other expenses
such as mini-bar, laundry service, etc. will incur
personal bill and should be paid to the reception
when you check out.

Standard Reservation
from 10th March, to 31st August, 2018
€ 65,00

Double Room

€ 100,00

€ 25,00 per person
Transfer – One-way fare
Should you decide to book your
accommodation at the ITCILO campus,
you may take advantage of a dedicated
pick-up service from and to the Turin
airport, at a special rate.
Accommodation at ITCILO campus
facilities and transfer(s) may be
booked either when registering for the
congress or at a later stage. However,
we strongly recommend to do it at an
early stage in order to get the early
bird rates, as availability at ITCILO
accommodation facilities may expire.
Please note that accommodation and
transfer(s) should be paid in advance.

© Andrea Albanese

Single Room

Dedicated pick-up service:
Turin (Caselle) airport – ITCILO Campus

Accommodation in town
For those wishing to stay in town, please
see below a selection of official hotels
where you can book your stay in Turin.
We remind you to mention the ISLSSL
World Congress Torino 2018 when
booking your accommodation.
Please note that September is peak
season in Turin; we strongly recommend
to book your stay in advance to ensure the
widest choice of accommodations.
For further informations, please visit
www.islssltorino2018.org/
accommodation
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TRANSPORTATION
Meeting point: if you have booked the pick-up service, go through the sliding (automatic)
doors and look for the ITCILO banner. If, in spite of having made the booking, you do not
find anyone waiting for you at the airport, please call the ITCILO Reception (011 6936279
or 011 6936280) and follow the instructions they give you.

ARRIVAL AT
TURIN AIRPORT

Should you take a taxi from the airport to the ITCILO, the minimum fare is approximately
€50 each way according to traffic conditions; extra charges may apply for night tariff and
pieces of luggage (non-negotiable). Please ask the taxi driver to take the most direct route
to the Centre (Residenza del BIT [pronounced beet], viale Maestri del Lavoro 10, Torino).

TURIN AIRPORT

ARRIVAL AT TURIN
RAILWAY STATIONS

Porta Nuova, Porta Susa or Lingotto
Porta Nuova and Lingotto are the closest to our Centre.
If you arrive in Turin by train, we advise you to take a taxi to the ITCILO.

TURIN RAILWAY

Ask the taxi driver to take you to the Residenza del BIT [pronounced beet], viale Maestri del
Lavoro, 10, Torino.
The cost of a taxi ride from the railway stations to the ITCILO ranges from €13 to €20 each way.

ARRIVAL AT
MILAN AIRPORTS
(“Malpensa” and
“Linate”)

MILAN AIRPORT

Arrivals at Malpensa airport
SOLUTION A: Take the bus SADEM to Turin (www.sadem.it). Please note that seat
reservation is compulsory and must be done in advance either through the website if you
hold a credit card or in the “Malpensa Bus Express” ticket shop upon arrival at Malpensa
Airport.
This bus will take you to Turin city centre (Porta Susa railway station). From there, take a taxi
to the ITCILO; ask the taxi driver to take you to the Residenza del BIT [pronounced beet],
viale Maestri del Lavoro 10, Torino. The average cost of the full trip from Milan airport is over
€ 40 each way.
SOLUTION B: Take either the MALPENSA SHUTTLE PULLMAN bus service or the
MALPENSA EXPRESS train (www.malpensaexpress.it/en) from Malpensa Airport to
Milano Centrale Railway Station (or Milan Stazione centrale).
From there take a train to Turin Porta Nuova railway station, and finally a taxi to the
ITCILO; ask the taxi driver to take you to the Residenza del BIT [pronounced beet], viale
Maestri del Lavoro 10, Torino. The average cost of the full trip from Milan airport is over
€40 each way.
Arrivals at Linate airport
Take the AIR BUS LINATE-CENTRALE bus from the airport to Milano Centrale Railway
Station (or Milan Stazione centrale).
From there, take a train to Turin Porta Nuova railway station, and finally a taxi to the ITCILO;
ask the taxi driver to take you to the Residenza del BIT [pronounced beet], viale Maestri del
Lavoro 10, Torino. The average cost of the full trip from Milan airport is over €40 each way.

IMPORTANT NOTES
We strongly advise you not to take a taxi from the Milan airports to Turin: the fare is
extremely high.
Only previously registered visitors/guests may access the campus.
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PARTNERSHIP
INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

CONGRESS PARTNERS

with the support of

TECHNICAL PARTNERS

CONTACTS
registrationislssl2018@axeacongress.com
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www.islssltorino2018.org

